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Abstract. The paper analyses modelling renewal of construction objects applying methods of the game theory. Rational
construction management variants are usually selected under various conditions, using the efficiency criteria. A choice
of rational alternatives can be absolutely uncertain when influences of external factors are unknown. In the current
paper, selecting of rational renewal variants of derelict buildings from the viewpoint of sustainable development is
presented. Sustainable development always involves great uncertainty; accordingly, the methods of the Game Theory
are used for a particular problem. Bayes’s and Laplace’s rules are applied for searching rational renewal variants of
derelict buildings in Lithuanian rural areas. The case study proved that the methods of the Game Theory are effective in
a real life situation and can be successfully applied to solving similar problems.
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1. Introduction

Establishment of efficiency of construction or recon-

struction and renewal projects as well as substantiation of

their rationality is the main problem of estimation of

projects.

A large number of methods have been developed for

solving multi-criteria optimization problems. The method-

ology and classification of the above methods have been

presented in various publications [1–11]. Publications rep-

resent the full review of existing methods and one can come

to a conclusion, that in the last two decades the main mod-

els of the qualitative evaluation methods were submitted,

statistical and economic properties of such methods were

determined.  Methods were successfully applied in many

fields, including transportation, power, civil construction

and market. The authors of the paper have been applying

the multi-criteria decision-making methods for construc-

tion decisions [12–16].

In the present paper, renewal of derelict and misman-

aged buildings in Lithuanian rural areas is analyzed. These

structures were built during the Socialist Years, mostly for

developing farming and, partly, for rural infrastructure. Due

to political and economical changes as well as restructur-

ing of the agricultural sector, they have become derelict

and are mismanaged at present. There is an urgent need for

redevelopment of rural buildings because this property is a

national asset of Lithuania and must be protected and used

more effectively.

Sustainable development approach is used for identify-

ing rational development trends of abandoned rural build-

ings. Revitalization of buildings should be a contribution

towards sustainable construction, incorporating protection

of natural and social environmental, improvement of life

quality and implementation of economic goals. Therefore,

it was suggested to describe renewal variants of buildings

by a set of objectives, i.e. sustainability indicators [17, 18].

To decide on a mathematical theory so as to model the

sustainable renewal of buildings, the type of uncertainty

related to sustainable development should be considered.

The type of uncertainty, due to incomplete and inconsistent

information, is proposed to evaluate by applying methods

of the Game Theory.

Accordingly, the aim of the paper is to select rational

renewal variants of derelict buildings from the viewpoint

of sustainable development by applying the Game Theory.

Method LEVI allows us to solve the problem. In the method

LEVI and in program LEVI 3.0 that is based on the above

method various solution rules of the discrete optimization
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problem under uncertain conditions are suggested. Accord-

ing to these rules the most suitable alternative can be se-

lected from possible set of decisions [19, 20].

2. Initial data of the problem

In the present case study, three alternatives and fifteen

objectives are considered. The alternatives include recon-

struction of rural buildings and adapting them for produc-

tion or commercial activities (alternative A
1
), farming (al-

ternative A
2
) or demolition and recycling of the demolished

waste (alternative A
3
). The objectives present three main

conflicting types of interest: economic, ecological and so-

cial. The considered objectives are based on sustainability

indicators and represent three typological groups in sus-

tainable decision-making: current state of abandoned build-

ings and their environment, revitalization possibilities and

impact produced by implementing a particular redevelop-

ment alternative. The following fifteen attributes in evalu-

ating building revitalization alternatives have been taken

into consideration. They include the average soil fertility

grade in the area x
1 

(cardinal numbers), quality of life of

the local population x
2 

(cardinal numbers), population ac-

tivity index x
3 

(%), GDP in proportion to the average GDP

of the country x
4 

(%), material investments in the area x
5

(Lt per inhabitant), foreign investments in the area x
6 

(Lt ×

103 per inhabitant), building redevelopment costs x
7 

(Lt ×

106), increase of income of the local population x
8 
(Lt × 106

per year), increase of sales in the area x
9 

(%), increase of

employment x
10 

(%), state income from business and prop-

erty taxes x
 11 

(Lt × 106 per year), outlook of business x
12

,

difficulties of purpose-built changes x
13

, degree of contami-

nation x
14

, attractiveness of the countryside (i.e. image, land-

scape quality, etc.) x
15

. Variables x
2
, x

7
, x

13
 and x

14
 are asso-

ciated with minimization, while the remaining attributes

are associated with maximization. Significance coefficients

of the attributes q
i
 were determined according to the tech-

nique used in previous research [17, 18].

The management problems of the abandoned buildings

were analyzed separately in three zones of development

activity (i.e. the area of active development, the area of re-

gressing development and the ‘buffer’ area) as presented in

the concept of spatial development of Lithuania. The cal-

culations were made taking into consideration two main

strategic goals of the regional policy set in the Master Plan

of the territory of Lithuania. It provides for maintaining the

existing economic state of a region and harmonization of

regional development.

3. The main characteristics of the applied methods

Mathematical models of a choice of rational decisions

in construction depend on type of the initial data, restric-

tions and functions of the purpose. Problems can have cer-

tain or uncertain information, which depends on casual cir-

cumstances and influences. According to the Game Theory,

a choice of rational alternatives can be stochastic uncertain

(conditions of acceptance of decisions are described accord-

ing to statistical laws of distribution) or absolutely uncer-

tain (conditions of acceptance of decisions and influences

of external factors are unknown or can not be determined).

In absolutely uncertain problems the decision is accepted,

comparing advantages and lacks of probable variant under

various influences of external space.

Various rules for the decision of optimization problems

are offered under conditions of uncertainty. In this paper

two rules of the Game Theory are applied: Bayes’s and

Laplace’s.

In the game theory, used for the solution of discrete opti-

mization problems of construction, possible alternatives are

described by objectives. The objectives should not have

measurements, express the relation with optimum size and

not have dependence on type of a matrix. In the presented

case study, the linear transformation of an initial matrix is

applied.

The linear transformation [19, 20] uses a scale of the

existing values. The calculated values depend on the size

of the interval [ ,minix maxix ]:

minmax

min

ii

iij
ij

xx

xx
b

−

−

= , if ijb  should be maximised, (1)

minmax

max

ii

iji
ij

xx

xx
b

−

−

= , if ijb  should be minimised, (2)

where maxix  – maximum value, minix  – minimum value;

x
ij
 is as the response of alternative j on objective i, i = 1, 2,

… , m as the objectives,  j = 1, 2, … , n as the alternatives.

Afterwards, Bayes's and Laplace's rules [19, 20] are ap-

plied, that represent the two-sided problem. In the Game

Theory the two sided problem aims at finding the rational

behaviour equilibrium for two parties (persons) having oppo-

site interests or at finding the equilibrium in a game against

nature. S
i
, i = 1, 2, … , n is a set of strategies of a player.

Laplace's rule – the solution is calculated under the con-

dition, that all probabilities for the strategies of the oppo-

nents are equal:
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Bayes's rule – if the probabilities for the strategies of

the opponents are given, the maximum for the expected

value can be used:
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4. Results of the solution

The transformed matrixes of the performance mea-

sure of the j-th alternative of buildings renewal in terms of

the i-h objective and calculation outputs according to Bayes

and Laplace, taking into consideration the regional policy,

are presented in Figures 1–6.

Comparison of calculation outputs according to Bayes

and Laplace when maintaining the existing economic state

of a region and harmonizing regional development in areas

of different development is presented in Fig 7.

Bayes’s and Laplace’s rules that represent the two-sided

problem were applied for searching rational renewal vari-

ants of derelict buildings in Lithuanian rural areas. The main

difference was that according to Laplace’s rule the solution

was calculated under the condition that all probabilities for

the strategies of the opponents are equal, while applying

Bayes’s rule the probabilities for the strategies of the oppo-

nents were given. However, analysis indicated that there

were no differences between the calculation outputs of the

methods when estimating the most favourable variant of

renewal of buildings (Fig 1–7).

Different priorities of sustainable redevelopment alter-

natives were determined in areas of active, middle and re-

gressing development. In area of active development A
1
 has

a great priority when maintaining the existing economic state

of a region, while in a case of harmonizing regional devel-

opment the difference between the utility of  A
1
 and A

2 
is

small (see Fig 7: A
1a

, A
2a 

and A
1’a

, A
2’a 

). In area of

Fig 1. Calculation outputs when maintaining the existing economic state of a region in area of active development

Fig 2. Calculation outputs when harmonizing regional development in area of active development
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Fig 3. Calculation outputs when maintaining the existing economic state of a region in area of regressing development

Fig 4. Calculation outputs when harmonizing regional development in area of regressing development

Fig 5. Calculation outputs when maintaining the existing economic state of a region in ‘buffer’ area
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regressing development A
2
 has a great priority when main-

taining the existing economic state of a region, while A
1

and A
3 
can be considered as equal (Fig 7: A

1r 
– A

3r
). On the

contrary, in ‘buffer’ area the priority is given to A
1
 and A

3

when maintaining the existing economic state of a region

(Fig 7: A
1b 

– A
3b

). Whereas, when harmonizing regional de-

velopment, A
1 
(reconstruction of rural buildings and adapt-

ing them for production or commercial activities) is the most

favourable in ‘buffer’ and regressing areas.

5. Conclusions

1. The case study has proved that the applied methods

of the Game Theory were effective in a real life situation

and could be successfully applied to solving similar opti-

mization problems in business or industry that involve great

uncertainty.

2. Bayes’s and Laplace’s rules were applied for search-

ing rational renewal variants of derelict buildings in

Lithuanian rural areas. The analysis indicated that there were

little differences in calculation outputs between the used

methods despite the described peculiarities of the rules. The

results were consistent enough to prepare some scientific

recommendations for a sustainable redevelopment of der-

elict buildings.
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STATYBOS OBJEKTŲ ATNAUJINIMO UŽDAVINIŲ MODELIAVIMAS, TAIKANT LOŠIMŲ TEORIJOS METODUS

J. Antuchevičienė, Z. Turskis, E. K. Zavadskas

S a n t r a u k a
Nagrinėjamas statybos objektų atnaujinimo uždavinių modeliavimas, taikant lošimų teorijos metodus. Racionalūs statybos valdy-

mo variantai parenkami įvairiomis sąlygomis, kurios aprašomos efektyvumo rodikliais. Dažnai sprendimus tenka priimti visiško ne-
apibrėžtumo sąlygomis, kai nežinomos išorinių sąlygų tikimybės. Šiame straipsnyje autoriai analizuoja racionalių apleistų pastatų
atnaujinimo variantų parinkimą darnaus vystymosi požiūriu. Darnaus vystymosi sąvoka susijusi su informacijos trūkumu ir neapibrėžtumu.
Potencialius sprendimo variantus apibūdinantys rodikliai yra diskretūs, tačiau nežinomi jų pasiskirstymo dėsniai bei kitimo ribos. Todėl
nagrinėjamam uždaviniui spręsti pritaikyti lošimų teorijos metodai. Suformuluotos galimos apleistų bei nenaudojamų statinių Lietuvos
kaimo vietovėse sutvarkymo alternatyvos. Pagrindinių darnaus vystymosi posistemių konfliktui spręsti ir racionaliam pastatų tvarkymo
sprendiniui rasti taikytos Bayeso ir Laplaceo taisyklės. Taikant Bayeso taisyklę, įvertinamas santykinis rodiklių reikšmingumas, o,
skaičiuojant pagal Laplaceo taisyklę, imama, jog visi rodikliai sprendimą priimantiems asmenims yra vienodai svarbūs. Atlikti skaičia-
vimai parenkant racionalius variantus atskiruose šalies regionuose bei taikant skirtingas plėtros strategijas, suformuluotas šalies terito-
rijos bendrajame plane. Pateiktos rekomendacijos, kaip būtų racionalu sutvarkyti apleistus pastatus. Gauti rezultatai patvirtino lošimų
teorijos metodų tinkamumą efektyviai taikyti sprendžiant kitus panašaus pobūdžio uždavinius.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: statybos objektų atnaujinimas, sprendimų priėmimas, lošimų teorija, Bayeso taisyklė, Laplaceo taisyklė.
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